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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

To identify the pronouns in a
sentence. 
To understand what a
possessive pronoun is. 
How to use possessive
apostrophes.
How to spot common
contractions.

Pronouns

 



A pronoun is used in place of a noun
to describe a person or a group.

 WHAT ARE PRONOUNS?

The waitress asked the chef a question.

She asked him a question. 



I
Me

He
His

SINGULAR PRONOUNS

She
Her



SINGULAR PRONOUNS

I Me

I would like to work in childcare.

My sister volunteers with me.



SINGULAR PRONOUNS

He His

He is writing his CV.



SINGULAR PRONOUNS 

She Her

Her job is very challenging. 

She is a doctor who works in a hospital. 



We
Us

They
Them

You
Theirs

PLURAL PRONOUNS 



We told them they had to dress smartly
for the interview.

 We offered the job to her because she
wrote an excellent application.

SINGULAR AND PLURAL - THINGS



POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS

A possessive pronouns shows when
something belongs to someone. 



POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS - SINGULAR

My

Your

His

Its
 

Mine

Yours

Hers
 



Our

Your

Their

Ours

Yours

Theirs

POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS -PLURAL



She spell-checked his
application for him.

POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS



Their indicates belonging to a person or an object. 
There indicates place or position. 

He is their
teacher.

There is the
teacher
standing in
front of the
whiteboard.

THEIR AND THERE



Possessive apostrophes
Apostrophes are another way of showing when an
object belongs to someone or something.
Put the apostrophe on the end of the noun. 
To show that the following object belongs to that noun.  

Jane's CV

The company's vacancies  



Possessive apostrophes

The librarys volunteers helped to
organise the books. 



Apostrophes
Apostrophes can be used to contract a word.

Contractions join together two words and
can be identified with an apostrophe. 

The apostrophe goes where the missing
words should be if the words were separate.  



Apostrophes

Can't

Don't

Can not

Do not



You're

Didn't

It's

Could've

Apostrophes



What are pronouns?

What are possessive pronouns?

How to use apostrophes to show
possession.

How to contract words with apostrophes.

Lesson review



What next?

Tick off 'Pronouns' on your lesson
checklist. 
Complete the Pronoun worksheets.
Join us next lesson to find out more about
Prefixes.


